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For more than 140 years, Vaillant Group has been setting the 

standards in the heating market, creating products that have 

revolutionised the industry, from water heaters in the early 

1900’s, to pioneering the ‘combi’ boiler over 35 years ago.

Today we are as proud to be leading the way in renewable 

technologies, developing systems which utilise sustainable 

sources of energy. This enables you to enjoy simple, healthy 

and energy saving solutions for your heating, and hot water 

needs.

As one of Europe’s leading heating technology 

manufacturers, thinking ahead’ is a culture which is embraced 

throughout our business. Our products feature high energy 

efficiency ratings and low emissions, and come with an 

enviable reputation for performance, quality and reliability.

Our constant drive to provide leading levels of customer 

service and training support helps to demonstrate why our 

customers continually recommend Vaillant – the ultimate 

endorsement any brand could ask for. 
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UK manufacturing

• UK is home to two brands: Vaillant and Glow-worm

• We employ more than 700 members of staff here 

in the UK

• We also have 7 Centres of Excellence across the 

UK offering product and short course vocational 

training

Maidstone

Farnborough

Bristol

Belper

Elland

Sunderland

Glasgow

Additional partner facilities in South Wales, Belfast, 

Dublin, Glen Rothes & Aberdeen



Over 14,000 colleagues from 65 nationalities

Employees by functional area
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4,517

Sales & Marketing

4,920

Production

3,195

Service

197

IT

970

Central

functions

894

R&D
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The Vaillant Group is part of 
the solution

• World market leader for central heating appliances   

• Energy-saving and environmentally friendly 

solutions for heating and hot water comfort

• Leader in gas condensing boilers, heat pumps 

and services

• Digital solutions for all products and services 

• Long-term corporate orientation based on 

economic, ecological and social criteria
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R&D expertise for the energy 
transition

• Focus on heat pump technologies, gas 

condensing technology, hydrogen heating 

appliances and digital solutions

• A staff of over 800 in the R&D division

• More than 160 research and development 

projects simultaneously in progress
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OUR COMMITMENT

TO SUSTAINABILITY
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Award-winning sustainable 
manufacturing

• Sustainable and environmentally friendly

• Leading manufacturer of environmentally friendly heat pumps

• UK manufactured in Belper, Derbyshire at award-winning 

sustainable production facilities:

✓ 400,000 boilers produced each year 

✓ 12% reduction in energy consumption

✓ Achieving a zero-waste landfill target

✓ Generating own heating and power with Solar & GSHP 

✓ Preferential use of recyclable materials in product manufacturing

✓ Comprehensive digital services for economical energy 

consumption 

• Vaillant Group sustainability policy (S.E.E.D.S) follows the 

development process with maximum use of recyclable materials, 

low NOx emissions and solar compatibility 

• Our products are manufactured in ISO-14001 production facilities 

using air test processes, eliminating water wastage 

UK production facilities deliver 400,000 boilers in the most 

sustainable way and from 2022 it will deliver heat pumps, too.
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OUR CULTURE

AND VALUES



Realising our vision with living values
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Entrepreneurship

We exceed customers’ 

expectations

We go for ambitious goals

We act sustainably

Integrity

We act respectfully

We take responsibility

We abide by laws and rules

Trust

Passion

We rely on each other

We share knowledge

We learn from mistakes

We inspire people

We fight for our ideas 

We celebrate success

OUR CULTURE AND VALUES



We work as ONE TEAM for a better climate!
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Sustainability
We are committed to a future 

worth living. With big projects 

and small gestures.

Internationality
We are successful worldwide. 

Our powerful international 

teams make sure of that.

Digitalisation
We are driving digitalisation 

forward. In our products, 

services and processes.

Culture
We foster a fair, respectful and 

cooperative interaction with 

each other. Our employees see 

themselves as a large, 

international family.

Development
We advance our employees in 

a targeted manner. With 

individual qualification and 

development programmes.
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“Vaillant 

Group has 

kick-started 

my career”

What did you study at University?
BA (Hons) Business Management 

What role did you initially take on? 
Regional Sales Graduate

What did you learn during this time? 
It was a 6-month internal period where we had the opportunity to experience the day-to-day work in each department. 
Looking back now, this has been a huge contributing factor to any success I have had to date. Also, the second 6 months 
I got the opportunity to shadow a colleague, in the role I was most likely to go into. This also gave me a massive 
advantage when I moved into my own area independently. 

What made you want to work at Vaillant Group?
It was when I started doing my research on Vaillant Group in preparation for the interview that I started to get a lot 
more interested. I had no previous experience or knowledge of the heating industry. Also, in the interview, it came 
across that Vaillant was a company that cared and wanted to give you the resources you need to succeed. Rather than 
a typical sales role where your thrown some car keys and a laptop and told to get on with it. 

What are some of your current responsibilities?
Covering Yorkshire and the Humber (5 postcodes). My role is to account manage existing business, while building new 
business by creating a demand for the product at an installer and merchant level.

What do you like most about working at Vaillant Group?
Vaillant have always pushed me to share new ideas and methods of working. Management have always encouraged us 
to voice our opinions and are always looking at modernisation and ways of improvement. Another would be how we are 
all treated. COVID being an example. Always looked after well and supported where needed.

How do you think Vaillant has supported you after leaving University 
With the resources given to be successful. We have a huge scope of different things available to help us achieve. 
Endless opportunity to enhance our knowledge base and regularly upskilled on new products and the industry which is 
evolving quickly. Also, the mentor I had throughout the graduate programme passed on a lot of experience and allowed 
me to “hit the ground running”

Jaymie Ryan
Regional Business Manager

for Vaillant (5 years)
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Ben Clark
Regional Business Manager

for Glow-worm (5 years)

What did you study at University?
BA (Hons) Business Enterprise

What role did you initially take on? 
Regional Sales Graduate – I spent the 1st 6 months rotating around all key departments

What did you learn during this time? 
This gave me a huge insight into each area of the business and helped me develop the skills and 
confidence to offer my best in my longer-term role.

What made you want to work at Vaillant Group?
My dissertation was around the subject of a greener future and Vaillant are a global business that 
will play a huge part in this, moving forward. Combining my interest in Sales and passion for this, 
made Vaillant a great option to apply for.

What are some of your current responsibilities?
Covering the South-West of England, across 5 postcodes, and representing the Glow-worm brand 
selling this range of products – Account managing as well as prospecting for new business 
opportunities.

What do you like most about working at Vaillant Group?
Since my time at Vaillant Group, I have always felt that the business do very well at looking after 
their people. They’re also very keen on upskilling their existing staff and helping them grow and 
develop within the business.

How do you think Vaillant has supported you after leaving University 
Vaillant have always offered all types of training - from general Sales, to specific Product training, 
and everything in-between. I have also had dedicated mentors that I have been able to reach out to, 
in times of need, so have always felt supported.

“The support 

from my team 

has been a real 

game-changer”
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“Vaillant helps 

me develop 

personally and 

professionally”

What did you study at University?
BA Business

What role did you initially take on? 
Marketing Assistant

What did you learn during this time? 
This was my first role in a commercial setting. Working at Vaillant taught me how a global company 
operates and how to act professionally in an office setting as I’d only ever worked part time in retail jobs. 
I learnt how to successfully plan and execute marketing campaigns, and also picked up best practice of 
procurement and budget management. 

What made you want to work at Vaillant Group?
As a placement student, I learnt so much at Vaillant. I was made to feel extremely welcome by the entire 
team, so coming back post-graduation was a no brainer.

What are some of your current responsibilities?
Contributing to campaigns for the one-off market, including merchant promotions, tactical campaigns 
and more. I also work on various mediums, such as producing the Advance magazine, support with The 
Vaillant Podcast series and supporting the sales teams with any local activity.

What do you like most about working at Vaillant Group?
I feel like part of a team at Vaillant, the company values show when you speak to people that have been 
with the company 30+ years and still talk so positively about the company. I also like that my position is 
so varied that no day is the same.

How do you think Vaillant has supported you after leaving University 
I was able to use Vaillant as a real-life scenario for my Uni work. I’ve also been encouraged to further my 
own learning in this field with additional courses.

Beth Melbourne
Marketing Executive (5 years)



CLICK HERE 

JOB  BOARD

https://jobs.vaillant-group.com/uk/?locale=en_GB

